This Study Is Concerned With The Marriage Of A Number Of Couples From Various Sections Of Society Solemnised At A Time On A Single Platform. It Gives A Detailed Account Of How Such An Experiment Started Some Three Decades Ago And Has Now Become A Most Popular Social Movement In Karnataka.

A comparative study of the impact of increased modernization in the rural sector on seven important developing countries. This book should be of interest to students and lecturers in development studies.

Attempt to understand the cultural conditions of the Hoysala dynastic period with the help of the epigraphs.

A geographical encyclopedia of world place names contains alphabetized entries with detailed statistics on location, name pronunciation, topography, history, and economic and cultural points of interest.
_get free bombay gazetteer in karnataka dharwad belgaum bijapur and kannara districts in kannada reprint

this study as a part of people of indian project, carries an ethnographic survey of 300 communities in the state of karnataka. it also sheds light on the languages, both belonging to the dravidian language family as also indo-aryan family spoken in the state.

the nawabs of savanur

karnataka state gazetteer

the quarterly journal of the mythic society (bangalore).

new technology and rural development

hindu widows

study conducted at the twin cities, hubli-dharwad of karnataka, india.

emergence of elite women in politics

many improvements have been made to the information. latitude and longitude references have been added, much more information on capital cities and massive updating of industrial information and population figures. the previous edition was published in 1986.

occupational mobility among scheduled castes

new tech & rural development

you may have a lot of questions about the art and architecture of karnataka. there may be queries about the various heritage touring circuits. you might like to understand what went into designing, planning and constructing monuments over a thousand year ago. you may still wish to know how art and architecture progressed during the ancient and medieval times in karnataka. this book attempts to answer a lot of these questions, for example: 1. what is the name of the first established village in south india and where is it located? 2. where did the earliest gold miners live in karnataka? 3. which was the first agrahara established in karnataka? 4. which is the first existing temple dedicated to shiva in karnataka? 5. which is the first existing temple dedicated to krishna in karnataka? 6. what roles did temples have other than being the places of worship? 7. which is the first temple dedicated to rama in karnataka? 8. what was karnataka referred to as in the puranic times? 9. which is the first existing temple dedicated to shakti in karnataka? 10. how old is the kannada language?

the statesman's year-book world gazetteer

sub: mysore, karnataka-india-gazetteer

ekarnataka state gazetteer: chikmagalur

handstruck stamp from bombay presidency, pre-adhesive, british colony, india, stamps.

mass marriages in karnataka

-cultural study of hoysala inscriptions

new tech & rural development
The book discusses the educational achievements and occupational mobility among the Scheduled Castes in India, the group that is a large section of Indian population (called as Dalit), was deprived of their basic legitimate and human rights to live with dignity. The book shows that, the second generation of Scheduled Castes is highly mobile as compared to their fathers’ generation. It also attempts to measure the impact of Inclusive Policy provided by the Government of India. In this book, author found that, after the religious conversion under the leadership of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, the Mahars converted to Buddhism. Therefore, the Buddhist community is more aware about the occupational development as compared to other communities. Hence, the development of the Buddhists could be treated as an ideal model for all the Backward Classes in India.

The main objective of this book is to develop an Ecologically Sound Integrated Energy Plan at district level to arrive at an optimal mix of energy sources that can meet the energy demand in a region by keeping in view the development priorities of the region. The book presents a conceptual design for energy systems which could meet demand of all sectors in a region. The proposed design in principle, supplies enough energy for the sustainable development of a region. The plan proposed is based on the Decision Support System approach (DSS) and is flexible, adaptable and ecologically sound. Contents: Preface; Introduction; Potential Assessment of Wind Energy in Uttara Kannada District; Bioenergy Potential and Prospects; Hydro Energy Potential and Prospects; An Ecologically Friendly Optimal Design of Hydroelectric Projects; Solar Energy Potential and Prospects; Energy Consumption Patterns in the Domestic Sector; Energetics in Paddy Cultivation; Energy Utilisation in Industrial Sector; Integrated Regional Energy Planning; Summary.
They left behind them a good administrative system, which they had largely inherited from the Adil Shahs and Bahmanis. The local chieftains, the Desais, shared the ruling power with the Nawabs. They were the backbone of the provincial administrative system. The agrarian system inherited many elements from Vijayanagara, Adil Shahs and Marathas. The standard land measure, the Mar, was continued from the Vijayanagara times, while the Bigha and Chawar were borrowed from the Adil Shahs and the Marathas.

In the religious field one finds an attempt at harmonisation and synthesis. The religious festivals of various castes and communities were allowed to continue as they were handed down from earlier times. Saints of different religions commanded equal respect and devotion from all the communities. Most of the Nawabs were religious-minded, and never indulged in any religious discrimination. There are many examples of the Nawabs making grants of lands to the Brahmins, Lingayats and other communities, and not a single temple or matha was demolished on religious grounds during their times. Savanur was privileged to get a printing press early in the modern period. Its judicial system became a model for other princely states. The book is a pioneering work, it being the first historical work of its kind on the subject. It throws open to the world of historians a subject about the different aspects of which independent works can be written. It explores new avenues on the uncharted sea of the subject, trailing behind new lines of development for the coming historians.